Abstract. The ability of metal plastic forming and the mechanism performance of the part are correlated with grain granularity of the metal. Grain growth is a prominent character of the microstructure evolution. It is very helpful for the design of process and die structure to study the mechanism of superpalstic deformation and microstructure evolution of superplastic forming. The microstructure evolution of material is impact directly the mechanic performance of the component in superplastic forming. It is necessary to optimize the complex process and to predict the microstructure evolution. A new simulation method that integration the finite element simulation and the microstructure simulation of superplastic forming is introduced in this paper. Monte Catlo method is an odds simulating technique and can simulate time course of microstructure evolution. Based on the studies of superplastic grain growth mechanism, the superplastic grain growth rate equation are derived in this paper by coupling static state anneal grain growth mechanism and deformation stimulated grain growth mechanism. The grain growth drive force of superplastic deformation includes mostly boundary energy and distortion energy. A new drive force model is derived based on energy model. The microstructure evolution is correlated with the stress and strain of the part, and the integration of superplastic forming FE simulation and microstructure evolution MC simulation is realized. Using the integrating simulation technique can predict not only the forming process but also presenting grain growth image of the part. Experimental studies of the part in forming process and microstructure evolution were performed.
Introduction
Grain growth is a prominent character of the microstructure evolution during superplastic forming. The growth grain will fall the distortion capability of materials and brings cracks and ruptures easily. Researches indicate that the grain will growth up with the distortion grade [1] . It is an important stage for planning techincs to understanding and controlling the process of the grain growth.
The grain growth drive force model according with superplastic forming characters is established in the paper. Based on the microstructure evolution simulation arithmetic-Monte Catlo method (MC), an advancing MC model considered the characteristic of superplastic forming is established. The integration of superplastic forming FE simulation and microstructure evolution MC simulation is realized by the data mapping successfully between the FEM and MC in this paper.
Grain Growth Model
Grain growth is one of the significant character of microstructure evolution in superplastic forming. Static state anneal grain growth mechanism and dynamic grain growth mechanism or forming stimulate grain growth mechanism are mainly ways in grain growth of superplastic forming, and the forming stimulate grain growth is the mostly form in superplastic deformation [2] .
The classical static state grain growth model can be described as
where q is exponent, α is rate gene, 0 d is original grain dimension and t is time.
The brilliant boundary slippage is the main deformation mechanism of the metal superplastic behavior, so the theory "crystal lattice damnification" can describe strictly microstructure evolution in superplastic forming [3] . The forming stimulate grain growth can be expressed as
where β is a coefficient andε is strain.
Based on superplastic deformation mechanism, the grain growth increment model can be expressed as the differential sum form of forming stimulate grain growth and static state reversion grain growth [4] .
Combining Eq.2-1, Eq. 2-2and Eq. 2-3we can obtain
2-4
Differential coefficient and integral the whole course of superplastic deformation, we can obtain
A , 2 A and q are constant.
Overwrite Eq.2-3, there is
During superplastic forming, the grain growth model of constant strain rate can be expressed
all of the material parameters can be obtained by material experiment curve [5] .
Advancing MC Model Coupling Superplastic Characters

MC Model of Grain Growth in Superplastic forming
Monte Catlo method is an odds simulating technique and can simulate time course of microstructure evolution [4, 6, 7] . MC simulate microstructure evolution by designing a definite geometry array to construct original structure and according to physics and mathematics rules of the evolution (grain
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growth) to envoy original structure occurring evolution. Using the image disposal technique can show the microstructure evolution process vividly of the metal in MC. Grain growth MC model factors involve lattice, simulation space, neighbor and rule. We will disperse the selecting area to some tiny polygon crystal lattice. For each cell, we can select randomly an integer as microcosmic tropism in Q Q>1 number. The adjacent same tropism small crystal lattice make up of a grain, and the adjacent differ tropism small crystal lattice form crystal boundary. The crystal boundary energy of single node can be expressed as microcosmic tropism combination of selected crystal lattice and the adjacent same tropism small crystal lattice.
E is energy summation of i node and neighboring nodes, m is node counts, J is neighboring cells contributing to the crystal boundary energy and
The Grain Growth Drive Force of Superplastic Deformation
The key technique established MC model is to resolve the grain growth drive force model of superplastic deformation and the translation relation between MC simulation step and the time.
The main form of grain growth in superplastic deformation is the forming stimulate grain growth. So the grain growth drive force includes mostly boundary energy and distortion energy. In MC arithmetic, the crystal lattice interface can be expressed as Eq.(3-1) on the assumption that crystal boundary is isotropy. If we take into account the anisotropy of the crystal boundary, the boundary energy can be described as following form
where V(θ) is crystal lattice interface potential energy, defined θ as
where Q is crystal directions totality, V(θ) can be defined as
, the crystal boundary is a big angle boundary. The main mechanism of superplasitic deformation is crystal boundary slipping. So the shaping energy of unit bulk can be expressed as ( )
where G is Shear Modulus, b is Poisson's ratio, 1 ρ is dislocation density of deformed area and 0 ρ is dislocation density of undeformed area.
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where γ is crystal boundary energy, N is crystal boundary atomicity of unit area and Z is match digit of unit lattice. The shaping energy H in MC can transform from actual deforming energy, and the forming energy occupy from several percent to decades percent in general strain energy.
where α is constant, about 0.05 0.15 and E is strain energy.
Therefore the total energy of the whole system is ( ) where the first item is the general crystal boundary energy, the secondly is the general shaping energy, i s H is the shaping energy of S i crystal lattice, E is the system energy, n is crystal lattice numbers in system and m is the number of vicinity nodes. Integrating Simulation Technique of FEM and MC Monte Catlo method is an odds simulating technique and can simulate time course of microstructure evolution. One of the key techniques in constructing MC model is to establish grain growth drive force model according with the fact. Using the integrating simulation technique can predict not only the forming process but also presenting grain growth image of the metal.
The integrating simulation flow as figure 3.1. . Fig.4.2 is the image describe of the cup grain Metallography in deferent areas. The images indicate that the grain grow up with the forming process, some grain was reduced and swallowed up finally by surrounding grains. The distribution of grain go to uniformity, but very few is biggest. The shaping energy is different in the different sampling area, and the drive force diversification grads affect directly the required MC steps of the simulation. .
Conclusion
Numerical simulation of superplastic forming based on the integrating simulation technique developed in this paper can predict forming process and microstructure of part. An advancing MC model considered the characteristic of superplastic forming is established based on the microstructure evolution simulation arithmetic in the paper. The grain growth drive force model according to superplastic forming characters is established. Dynamic simulation of the grain growth and image depict are achieved in the paper.
